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ABSTRACT: N-glycosylation on IgG modulates Fc con-
formation and effector functions. An IgG-Fc contains a human
sialo-complex type (hSCT) glycan of biantennary structure
with two α2,6-sialylations and without core-fucosylation is an
optimized glycoform developed to enhance the antibody
dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC). hSCT modification
not only enhances the binding affinity to Fc receptors in the
presence of antigen but also in some cases provides gain-of-
function effector activity. We used enzymatic glyco-engineering
to prepare an IgG-Fc with homogeneous hSCT attached to
each CH2 domain and solved its crystal structure. A compact form and an open form were observed in an asymmetric unit in the
crystal. In the compact structure, the double glycan latches from the two hSCT chains stabilize the CH2 domains in a closed
conformation. In the open structure, the terminal sialic acid (N-acetylneuraminic acid or NeuNAc) residue interacts through
water-mediated hydrogen bonds with the D249−L251 helix, to modulate the pivot region of the CH2−CH3 interface. The double
glycan latches and the sialic acid modulation may be mutually exclusive. This is the first crystal structure of glyco-engineered Fc
with enhanced effector activities. This work provides insights into the relationship between the structural stability and effector
functions affected by hSCT modification and the development of better antibodies for therapeutic applications.

Antibody immunoglobulin G (IgG) plays a pivotal role in
host defense through its ability to recognize and eradicate

foreign pathogens. IgGs are large biomolecules with a mass of
approximately 150 kDa, built from two heavy chains and two
light chains. From functional and structural viewpoints, IgG can
be divided into two Fab domains and one Fc domain,
responsible for antigen-recognition and effector functions,
respectively. Recombinant monoclonal IgGs are an emerging
class of protein drugs with applications in diagnosis and
therapeutic treatments. They have been introduced for treating
cancers (e.g., Rituxan and Herceptin), infectious diseases, or
autoimmune disorders.1 Despite the presence of divergent Fab
sequences for targeting different antigens in various diseases,
recent studies indicate that the Fc region also displays a
considerable diversity for antibody functions. For example, IgG
which binds to the tumor surface marker would be further
recognized by the Fc receptors or C1q, which then activates the
antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) or comple-
ment dependent cytotoxicity (CDC), respectively, to eliminate
tumor cells.2,3 In addition, the Fc domain bound to the
neonatal Fc receptor determines the half-life and recycling of

antibodies, while which cellular receptor can bind to sialylated
IgG for immune inhibitory effect remains to be answered.4−7

Like other extracellular glycoproteins, IgGs also undergo
glycosylation in the ER and Golgi networks in the cells. The
CH2 domain of each heavy chain contains one N-glycosylation
site at the N297 position. The core structure of Fc N-glycan is a
hepta-saccharide composed of four N-acetylglucosamines
(GlcNAcs) and three mannoses: two GlcNAcs and one
mannose on the stem and one mannose and one GlcNAc on
each of the two arms. This can be further extended with
galactose, sialic acid, core fucose, and bisecting GlcNAc.
Although the Fc domain is highly conserved in the protein
sequence, the diverse N-glycosylation has been shown to
modulate its conformations and effector functions. For
example, deglycosylated IgG shows a closed structure with a
very narrow space between the CH2 domains, thus reducing
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receptor binding and deactivating effector function.8,9 Core-
fucosylation and bisecting N-acetylglucosamylation occur in a
mutually exclusive manner.2,10 Core-fucosylation of IgG-Fc
affects binding to Fc γRIIIA, with nonfucosylated antibodies
exhibiting higher ADCC activity.11,12 Galactose addition is
reported to increase anti-inflammatory activity, while a low level
of galactosylation on IgGs is a common feature in various
diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis and primary osteo-
arthritis.13 Terminal sialic acid extension of IgG also shows anti-
inflammatory properties, although the detailed mechanism and
the interaction with receptors are not yet clearly defined.5−7,14

N-glycosylation of IgG has a critical impact on its biological
functions; thus a key emphasis in the pharmaceutical industry
for the production of monoclonal antibodies involves the
control and optimization of N-glycan profiles.15 Glyco-
engineering could be achieved by several methods. A common
approach is through genetic modification of specific glycosyl-
transferases or glycosidases in the glycosylation pathway of host
cells. Another approach is to modulate the culture condition,
such as culture media enriched with glycosylation precursors or
inhibitors, or to manipulate culture parameters such as
dissolved oxygen, temperature, pH, osmolality, and culture
type.16 All of these approaches are able to alter the N-

glycosylation profile, but none of them could produce a
homogeneous glycoform with a single type of glycosylation for
use in the study of the effect of glycan on protein folding and
function. Recently, the most practical way to acquire
homogeneous glycoprotein is by glycan remodeling in vitro
using endoglycosidases and glycosyltransferases.17,18 In this
process, a combination of endoS and fucosidase was used to
obtain antibodies containing a mono-GlcNAc residue at N297,
which was further extended with specific glycans to obtain IgGs
with a homogeneous, well-defined glycan for functional study.
It was found that a glycoform with a human sialo-complex type
(hSCT) glycan of biantennary N-glycan structure without core-
fucosylation but with two terminal α2,6-linked sialic acids is an
optimized N-glycan for the enhancement of ADCC, CDC, and
anti-inflammatory activities.19 The glycoform increases the
binding affinity of IgGhSCT to FcγRIIA, FcγRIIB, and especially
FcγRIIIA, by more than 9-fold and retains similar affinity to
C1q protein. The enhanced affinity to Fc receptors provided
better effector functions. In addition, the glyco-engineered
anticancer IgGs showed better EC50 activity for cancer
clearance by 10-fold, and an antivirus IgGhSCT provided
significantly improved protection in an infected mouse model.
Thus, the 2,6-hSCT instead of 2,3-hSCT glycosylation is a

Figure 1. Crystal structure of FchSCT. (a) Two forms of FchSCT structure. Structures are drawn in cartoon representation, while N-glycosylation sites
and N-glycans are shown as sticks. Compact form (A, B chains) and open form (C, D chains) of FchSCT are colored in magenta and green,
respectively. (b) Superimposition of two dimers in an a.s.u. of FchSCT crystal. The distances between paired Cα atoms (F241, N297, R301, and P329)
are shown as red and blue lines in A−B chains and C−D chains, respectively. (c) Alignment of FchSCT with Fc containing different glycoforms or
mutations. (PDB entries: 3DO3 (gray), 4KU1 (marine), 2WAH (blue), 3DNK (cyan), and 5D4Q (yellow)). (d) Alignment of FchSCT with Fc in
complex with FcγRIIIA. (PDB entries: 3AY4 (light orange), 3SGJ (orange), 3SGK (bright orange), 3WN5 (wheat), 5D6D (yellow)). (e) Alignment
of FchSCT with two forms of di-sFc (PDB entry: 4Q6Y): Open form of di-sFc (cyan) and closed form of di-sFc (blue). All structures are aligned by
superimposing the CH3 domains.
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common and optimized structure for the effector function
enhancement of therapeutic antibodies.19

Although many Fc domain structures were solved at high
resolution, none of them was determined to show the structure
of Fc with homogeneous glycoform with enhanced ADCC,
CDC, and anti-inflammatory activities. Here, we reported the
first crystal structure of such glyco-engineered Fc (FchSCT), and
explained the relationship between conformation plasticity and
effector functions.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure of Two Forms of FchSCT. A structure of FchSCT
with 1.85 Å resolution was determined in space group P21 with
two Fc dimers in each asymmetric unit (a.s.u.). Models were
built from residues 236−444 of A, B, and C chains. The D
chain contains residues 240−444, with missing residues in the
loops at 266−270, 294−296, and 325−328 (Figure 1a). Both
FchSCT dimers have a classical immunoglobulin fold. The CH2
domains in the Fc dimer do not contact with each other
directly but have some interaction mediated by the N297-

linked glycans (see below). On the other hand, the CH3
domains tightly pack with each other to form the foundation
for dimer association. There is no direct interaction between
the two FchSCT dimers in single a.s.u.
The two dimers in the asymmetric unit exhibit different

orientation of CH2 domains. The A and B chains form a
relatively “compact” conformation, whereas the C and D chains
exhibit a more “open” conformation, defined by the separation
of the two CH2 domains while the two CH3 domains were well-
aligned (Figure 1b). A root-mean-square deviation (RMSD)
value between these two forms of dimer is 1.40 Å (calculated
for the 402 paired Cα atoms). The RMSD value of aligned CH3
domains is 0.24 Å, while that of superimposed CH2 domains is
2.6 Å, suggesting that the conformational difference is mainly
caused by the orientation of CH2 rather than CH3. In order to
clearly show the separation of two CH2 domains, a set of
measurements including the distances between the paired Cα
atoms (F241, N297, R301, and P329) on each CH2 domain was
used.20 The four distance indices of the compact dimer (A, B
chains) are 19.2, 27.2, 27.2, and 21.5 Å, while the indices of

Figure 2. Glycan structures in electron density map of FchSCT. (a) 2Fo − Fc electron density map (contoured at 1.2σ) of glycans in FchSCT structure.
Ordered glycan residues are shown schematically below using symbol nomenclature according to Consortium for Functional Glycomics. (b)
Glycan−glycan interaction networks in compact FchSCT. Hydrogen bond is shown as red dashed line; van der Waals interaction of carbohydrates is
shown as dotted sphere surrounding interacting residues.
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open dimer (C, D chains) are 22.2, 31.4, 32.4, and 26.6 Å,
further supporting the idea that the two dimers have a near 4 Å
difference in openness of their CH2 domains.
Structure Comparison of FchSCT with Other Fc Glyco-

forms. The FchSCT structures were compared with the solved
Fc structure with diverse glycosylation forms or mutations
by superimposing their CH3 domains. The glycoforms,
i n c l u d i n g h e t e r o g e n e o u s t y p e ( 3DO3 ) , G2F
(Gal2GlcNAc2Man3GlcNAc2Fuc) type (4KU1), high mannose
(Man9GlcNAc2) type (2WAH), and deglycosylated type
(3DNK), are listed according to the decreasing lengths of
glycan chains. One structure of Fc with the GASDALIE
mutation (5D4Q) reported to enhance its ADCC was also
included in the comparison. The compact form of FchSCT shows
the narrowest separation of CH2 domains than any other
reported Fc structures (Figure 1c). With a comparison of the
RMSD values of different Fc glycoforms, we found that the

G2F type is most similar to the compact form (RMSD = 0.89
Å) but different from the open form (RMSD = 1.41 Å), while
the high mannose type Fc is more like the open form (RMSD =
0.87 Å) but different from the compact form (RMSD = 2.23
Å). Surprisingly, the separations of the CH2 domains of two
Fcs, the deglycosylated type Fc, which are believed to lose the
binding affinity to Fc receptor,21,22 and the GASDALIE mutant,
which has been suggested to enhance the FcR binding,23 are
located in between the compact form and open form. This
result suggested that the openness of the CH2 domains may not
directly correlate with glycan status or Fc receptor binding
affinity.
Two forms of FchSCT were also aligned with other solved Fc

structures in complex with FcγRIIIA (Figure 1d), which are
similar to the open form of FchSCT, with the RMSD value in the
range of 0.708−1.568 Å, and different from the compact form
of FchSCT, with the RMSD value in the range of 1.486−2.771 Å.

Figure 3. Protein−glycan interaction networks in FchSCT. (a) Interactions between hSCT glycan and Fc protein. The glycans are shown in black and
proteins in blue. Water oxygens are colored in cyan. Hydrogen bonds are defined with distance ≤ 3.3 Å between selected atoms and shown in red
dashed lines. Hydrophobic interactions are shown as eyelash symbols in green. (b) Interactions near the terminal sialic acid residue and pivot region
between CH2 and CH3 domains. Hydrogen bonds are shown as red dashed lines; hydrophobic packing is shown as sphere.
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The compact form is not possible to accept the FcγRIIIA
binding due to the narrow space between two CH2 domains.
The open form of FchSCT is similar to the Fc structures in
complex with FcγRIIIA. However, the open form with enough
space between CH2 domains does not guarantee good ADCC
activity, since one Fc glycoform with core-fucosylation also
possesses open conformation, but it is known to have low
ADCC activity.24

Currently, there are only two available Fc structures with
enzymatically modified homogeneous glycan. One is provided
here with the hSCT glycan, and the other is an anti-
inflammatory IgG carrying the G2S2F type glycan (PDB
entry: 4Q6Y).14,25 When the glycan type is compared between
these two structures, the G2S2F form is similar to the hSCT
form, with biantennary penta-saccharide and additions of
galactose, terminal sialic acid, and the core fucose (named as
di-sFc). Recent studies suggested that antibodies with core-
fucosylation show a large decrease in FcγRIIIA binding and lead
to a weaker ADCC.11,12,24,26,27 Thus, IgGhSCT shows optimized
ADCC while the G2S2F type IgG has an anti-inflammatory
property. Interestingly, the di-sFc structure also contains two Fc
dimers in one a.s.u. and shows an open and a closed
conformation, and they are different by the separation of CH2
domains, similar to our FchSCT result. Alignment of our two
forms of FchSCT structures with theirs showed that both the
open forms are similar to each other (RMSD = 0.457 Å), but
the compact form of FchSCT and closed form of di-sFc are
different (RMSD = 1.906 Å; Figure 1e). The separations of
CH2 domains in the compact form of FchSCT and the closed
form of di-sFc are similar, but they orient in different directions.
Thus, the structures of FchSCT and di-sFc may provide at least
three structural snapshots of the various states of Fc with
disialylation.
Glycan Latches in FchSCT Dimer. In the FchSCT structure,

the electron density of the biantennary N-linked glycans of four
chains was clearly visible (Figure 2a). In agreement with a
previous NMR study, the 1,3-arm of glycan chains is relatively
more flexible than the 1,6-arm28 and could only be seen at the
first branched mannose residue in our structure of A, B, and C
chains. The 1,6-arm of A and B chains could be seen with a
terminal galactose residue, while in the C chain, the terminal
sialic acid residue could be clearly seen. Due to the flexible
nature of loops in the D chain, the electron density was missing
for residues 266−270, 294−296, and 325−328, and only a
glycan with five residues was observed.
In the compact form of FchSCT, the hSCT glycans of A−B

chains make contact with each other by two interactions. The
equatorial OH group at the C-3 position of Man4 (B chain)
plays a role as hydrogen bond donor for the O6 of Man4′ at the
1,6-arm (A chain). In addition, Man4 at the 1,3-arm of the A
chain has a van der Waals interaction with the core GlcNAc2 of
B chain (Figure 2b). These interactions work together as two
latches to pull the CH2 domains together. The CH2 domains in
the Fc dimer do not make contact with each other in the
protein, so the intermolecular glycan−glycan interactions are
the main force for the narrow separation of CH2 in compact
FchSCT.
Terminal Sialic Acid Residue Interacts with the Pivot

Region of Fc. In the open form of FchSCT, the glycan structure
of the C chain could be unambiguously positioned to the
terminal sialic acid residue at the 1,6-arm (Figure 2a). The
details of the intramolecular glycan−glycan or glycan−protein
interaction are shown in Figure 3a. The sialic acid residue does

not directly make contact with any protein residues, but its
interactions are mediated with several ordered waters. For
example, two hydrogen bonds were formed at O4 and O9, with
two fixed waters, which are stabilized by the O3 atom of
GlcNAc5′ and the side chain of T260, respectively. In addition,
Gal6′ and NeuNAc7′ residues form a water-mediated network
with the main chain of K246, E258, and T260, and the side
chain of D249. Interestingly, the D249 residue begins a short α-
helix through L251 (Figure 3b), which is the key residue at the
pivot region between the CH2 and CH3 domains. The side
chain atoms of L251 at the end of the short helix in CH2 form
hydrophobic interactions with M428, E430, and H435 in the
F−G loop of the CH3 domain, suggesting a “ball-in-socket”
joint model.20,29 Thus, the hSCT glycan chain may modulate
the orientation of the CH2−CH3 domains through the D249−
L251 helix by Gal6′ and NeuNAc7′ residues.
The α2,6-linked NeuNAc7′ was fitted unambiguously in the

electron density of FchSCT (Figure 2a). It is impossible to model
an α2,3-linkage in both the compact and the open
conformations, because the OH group at the C-3 position of
Gal6′ faces the protein surface and interacts with the backbone
oxygen of E258 (Figure 3a). There is no space for NeuNAc to
be added at the C-3 position without altering either the current
compact or open FchSCT structures. Thus, we believed that the
Fc structure with 2,3-sialylation adopts different conformation
from the 2,6-hSCT linked Fc. The structural difference between
2,6- and 2,3-hSCT linked Fcs may correlate with our previous
observation that α2,6-sialylation has better ADCC activity than
the α2,3 type, where its activity is similar to the CHO cell
expressed IgG with heterogeneous glycans.19

IgGhSCT Enhanced ADCC Activity. Since the hSCT glycan
have been shown to enhance the ADCC activity of anticancer
and antiviral IgGs both in vitro and in vivo,19 we tested three
glyco-engineered IgGs that target the Ebola virus surface
glycoprotein, GP, which was overexpressed on HEK293T cells.
Three anti-GP antibodies, 13C6, 4G7 (belonging to the
therapeutic antibody mixture ZMapp),30 and KZ52,31 were
glyco-engineered to have the homogeneous hSCT glycan. The
ADCC activities of native- and hSCT-IgGs were tested by a
luciferases reporter assay (Figure 4). Once the surface antigen
GP on the target cell was recognized by the antibody, the Fc-
glycosite region of the antigen−antibody complex could further
bind to FcγRIIIA on the effector cell and trigger the
downstream signaling to express a luciferase gene, which
would show a light signal after substrate addition. The luciferase
signal is thus quantitatively correlated with the ADCC activity.
The 13C6hSCT antibody showed better effector function than its
native form with heterogeneous glycans, with an EC50 shifted
from 0.270 μg/mL to 0.104 μg/mL. Native 4G7 and KZ52
show binding avidity to FcγRIIIA with KD values of 96.4 and
77.0 nM, respectively, while the KD values of 4G7hSCT and
KZ52hSCT to FcγRIIIA are 13.5 and 12.9 nM, respectively.
Interestingly, native 4G7 and KZ52 did not have measurable
ADCC activity in our assay even with the antibody
concentration up to 40 μg/mL. It is possible that these two
antibodies have their therapeutic function by binding and
neutralizing the Ebola virus instead of ADCC killing.31,32

However, the hSCT forms of these two antibodies showed
“gain-of-function” in our ADCC assay. The EC50 values of
4G7hSCT and KZ52hSCT were 0.219 μg/mL and 0.387 μg/mL,
respectively. Mutations on Fc have been reported to make a
nonactive antibody to gain ADCC activity.23,33 This is the first
case that the glycan modification not only enhances the binding
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avidity of IgG to Fc receptors but also gives the antibody new
activities.
hSCT Modification Enhances the Fc Receptor Binding

Avidity of Antigen−IgG Complex. The immune complex
formation is a sequential process. The antigen is first recognized

by the antibody Fab, and the Fc then further binds to the Fc
receptors on the effector cell surface to activate the immune cell
and trigger the downstream signaling and killing. Although the
enhanced Fc receptor binding of IgGhSCT versus native IgG has
been reported,19 the avidity between FcγRIIIA and antigen-
preoccupied IgGhSCT has not been studied. Here, we use
biolayer interferometry (BLI) to study the binding kinetics with
or without the presence of antigen (Figure 5). An anti-HER2
antibody, Trastuzumab, was first immobilized on the BLI
sensor, and then soluble HER2 protein was added with 120 s of
incubation. Interactions were measured by association with
different concentrations of FcγRIIIA and dissociation in the
buffer. The KD value between FcγRIIIA and native
Trastuzumab was 24.0 nM. However, with HER2 preoccupied
on the Fab of Trastuzumab, the avidity had a 7-fold decrease to
169 nM. The lower affinity was due to the decrease of kon and
increase of koff, simultaneously. On the other hand,
TrastuzumabhSCT had higher avidity to FcγRIIIA (9.9 nM)
than the native form, as previously mentioned.19 In the
presence of antigen HER2, the avidity only slightly decreased
(19.9 nM), with an increased off rate but the same on rate as
the HER2-free condition. These data indicated that the antigen
binding at Fab may affect the conformation of IgG, which in
turn affects the FcγRIIIA binding. However, hSCT modification
may modulate the Fc domain conformation to maintain similar
binding avidity to the Fc receptor with or without the
preoccupancy of antigen. The enhancement of FcγRIIIA
binding by hSCT glycan modification was only 2.4-fold in
the absence of antigen, but an 8.5-fold avidity increase was
observed in the presence of antigen. This result may partially
explain why the anticancer antibodies with hSCT modification
show nearly 10-fold better effector function in the in vitro
ADCC assay, but only 2-fold enhancement in the FcγRIIIA
binding assay because its measurements were performed in the
absence of antigens.19

hSCT Glycan Modulates the Conformational Plasticity
of Fc. hSCT modification shows two different effects on the
conformation of Fc. First, the Fc structure is stabilized by two
glycan latches to maintain the proper conformation of Fc but
mediated by different glycan residues.34,35 Our result suggested
the role of N-glycosylation in maintaining the structure
integrity of Fc and showed the possibility of diverse modes in
glycan−glycan interactions. Second, the modulation by
terminal sialic acid is observed at the pivot region through
the D249−L251 helix. These two properties are semireciprocal:
in the compact form, the two latches tightly link the CH2
domains, while the NeuNAc7′ residue does not make contact
with the D249 residue; in the open form, there is only one latch
forming between the interchain Man4 residues, while
NeuNAc7′ interacts with D249 through a water-mediated
manner, to push the L251 residue (ball) into the socket formed
by M428, E430, and H435 residues (Figure 6).
Current structural information on disialylated Fc is limited,

especially with regard to the differences between the 2,3- and
2,6-sialylations. Besides the hSCT glycoform reported here, the
other two structures with terminal sialylation have core-
fucosylation (PDB entries: 4Q6Y25 and 4BYH36). These
structures provided several snapshots, including at least a
compact state and an open state conformation with
disialylation. One NMR study of disialylated Fc suggested
that the N-glycan chains occupy two distinct states: one with
the 1,6-arm interacting tightly with the protein surface (as our
observation in the crystal structures), the other with both

Figure 4. Antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity assay of native IgG
and IgGhSCT. The ADCC activity is shown as a fold of induction from a
luciferase reporter assay. Curve fitting is conducted with a three-
parameter sigmoid model to get the EC50 value.
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glycan terminals exposed to the bulk solvent and free from
glycan−protein interactions.37 The result suggests that the sialic
acid addition may not simply determine the separation of CH2
domains but increase the conformational plasticity of Fc, which
should be critical for effector functions. Although some studies
suggested that the binding to FcγRIIIA is not modulated by Fc
sialylation,7 recent studies, however, revealed that sialylation
with 2,6-linkage instead of 2,3-linkage was responsible for the
enhancement of ADCC,19 pointing to a current problem of
antibody production in CHO cells where the sialic acids are
mainly in the 2,3-linkage. In addition, the study of Fc mutations
together with core-fucosylation and disialylation38 suggested
that core-fucosylation plays a dominant role to inhibit the
FcγRIIIA binding, thus probably hindering the effect of α2,6-
sialylation.
Either half or both faces of the terminal sialic acid residue are

solvent-exposed. But we could not rule out the possibility that
the sialic acid participates in some glycan−protein interaction,

such as the neonatal Fc receptor which binds to the interface of
the CH2−CH3 domains, and is responsible for the long serum
half-life of antibodies.39

Although static snapshots of crystal structures do not
necessarily represent the flexibility of Fc protein in solution,
out of over 40 unique crystal structures of Fc currently available
with different glycoforms or in different crystal packings, only
Fc with sialylation showed two conformations in a single
crystal. The diverse conformations of Fc structures reported
were disialylated and fucosylated.25 Therefore, we suggest that
the dual conformations observed in the current study are a hint
of the intrinsic, structural flexibility of sialylated Fc. We suggest
that the open conformation is likely the preferred conformation
for binding with FcγRIIIA to trigger immune functions, while
the compact form with a larger CH2−CH3 interface may prefer
to bind to the neonatal Fc receptor to extend the half-life of
IgG.

Figure 5. BLI analysis of a glyco-engineered antibody, with or without a bound antigen, binding to FcγRIIIA. Sensorgrams of BLI are shown in blue
with red fitting curves. Data analyses are performed using ForteBio Data Analysis Software with a 1:1 Langmuir binding model for kon, koff, and KD
value determination.

Figure 6. Modeled states of FchSCT structure. Glycan residues are modeled to terminal sialic acids according to reasonable carbohydrate geometry
and colored as in Figure 2. D249 is shown as ball-and-stick, while L251, M428, E430, and H435 residues are shown as transparent spheres.
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Sialylation also affects the IgG sensitivity to proteases.
Sialylated Fc is more sensitive to papain than the asialylated
Fc.35 It has been speculated that the limited space between the
two CH2 domains is just enough for the galactose residue. The
bulkier sialic acid residue makes the Fc bulge and, hence, more
accessible to proteases.40 However, based on the current
disialylated Fc structures,25,36 the open form has a similar
openness to other asialylated Fc structures, while the compact
form shows more narrow space between the two CH2 domains.
Thus, the negative charge of sialic acid or the conformational
plasticity of sialylated Fc rather than the broader space may be
the reason for sensitivity to proteolysis.
By enzymatically removing the glycan on Fc, it was shown

that the avidity with FcγRs decreased as a result from increased
conformational flexibility and a “closed” Fc structure.34

However, the openness and structural stability may not simply
correlate with good effector functions. For example, a Q295F/
Y296A mutation of Fc was intended to increase the structural
stability to enhance the effector functions. Nevertheless, the
mutant with higher chemical and thermal stability unexpectedly
shows a 100-fold decrease or total vanishing of Fc receptor
binding.41 Thus, greater flexibility of glycan chains rather than
mutation in the Fc domain may contribute to the proper

conformational plasticity of Fc to modulate the effector
functions.
In this work, we reported the first crystal structure of FchSCT

with enhanced effector activities and proposed the relationship
between conformation plasticity and effector functions. This
work provided the structural basis for further glyco-engineering
or IgG optimization in therapeutic applications. In addition,
this is the first report that the hSCT modification not only
enhances the ADCC activity but also gives antibodies with new
functions. Last but not least, N-glycosylation may modulate the
effector function of IgG cooperatively with an antigen. In our
antigen-preoccupied binding experiment, the presence of
antigen indeed affects the subsequent FcγRIIIA binding.
Antibody prebound with FcγRIIIA also affects the avidity to
its antigen (data not shown). Thus, further structural
investigation of the ternary complex composed of antigen/
antibody/Fc receptors will be critical for the understanding of
the detailed mechanism of immune complex activation.

■ METHODS
Preparation of Homogeneous Glycoform Fc. IgG with human

2,6-sialo-complex type glycan modification (IgGhSCT) was generated as
previously mentioned.19 IgGhSCT was further digested by papain-beads
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) in 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, with

Figure 7. MS analysis of glycopeptide from IgGhSCT. (a) Representative Xtract LTQ Orbitrap XL MS spectra of trypsinized glycopeptides. (b)
Schematic diagram of N297-linked hSCT glycan.
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10 mM EDTA and 20 mM cysteine for 6 h. Fab and Fc were separated
by anion exchange Q column. The eluted FchSCT was subjected to size-
exclusion Superdex 200 10/300 column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences)
equilibrated with 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, and 150 mM NaCl. Fractions
corresponding to the FchSCT were pooled and concentrated to 21 mg
mL−1 using Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filter Units (Millipore) with a
molecular weight cutoff of 10 kDa. The purity of isolated FchSCT was
examined by SDS-PAGE employing Coomassie staining for visual-
ization. Trypsinized glycopeptide with a sequence of EEQYNSTYR
showed a 94.2% homogeneous glycoform of hSCT in nanospray LC/
MS (Figure 7a). Both the intact molecular weight and trypsin-digested
segments indicated that there were no other modifications on IgGhSCT.
In addition, O-glycosylation has been examined by mass spectroscopy.
There was no O-glycosylation before and after glyco-engineering of
trastuzumab, which was used in this study.
Crystallization and Data Collection. The initial crystallization

screening was carried out using the mosquito Crystal crystallization
robot (TTP Labtech) with commercial kits (Hampton Research).
Crystals were obtained in a solution of 0.1 M sodium acetate
trihydrate, pH 4.5, and 25% (w/v) PEG 3350. After optimization, the
best single crystals were obtained by 1:1.5 mixing of the 21 mg mL−1

FchSCT protein with 0.1 M sodium acetate trihydrate, pH 4.5, and 30%
(w/v) PEG 3350 using a hanging-drop vapor-diffusion method at 20
°C. Diffraction-quality crystals of FchSCT were harvested, soaked in
crystallization solution supplemented with 20% (v/v) ethylene glycol
and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Data collection was carried out at
beamline BL41XU, SPring-8, Japan, using a wavelength of 1.000 Å and
a temperature of 100 K. Diffraction images were processed and scaled
with HKL2000 software (HKL Research).42

The crystals belong to the space group P21 with 1.85 Å resolution. A
statistic table of data collection is shown as Table S1. The value of
Matthew’s coefficient is 2.55 Å3/Da for two FchSCT dimers in one a.s.u.,
corresponding to a solvent content of 51.76%.
Structural Determination. The structure of FchSCT was solved by

molecular replacement with Phaser43 in the Phenix package44 using the
structure of human IgG1 Fc (PDB entry: 3DO3) as the search model.
In the initial solution, three CH2 domains in one a.s.u. with poor
electron-density fitting were deleted. One CH2 domain and four CH3
domains with correct positions were kept as a fixed model for second
round molecular replacement using the CH2 fragment of Fc as a search
model. Carbohydrate molecules were added manually using a 2Fo − Fc
electron density map contoured at 1.2σ. Further refinements were
carried out using Coot45 and Phenix. Glycan structure and geometry
were checked with the PDB CArbohydrate REsidue check
(PDBCARE)46 and CArbohydrate Ramachandran Plot (CARP).47 A
statistic table of model building and refinement are shown in
Supporting Information Table 1. All structural figures were generated
with Pymol 1.348 and ChemDraw 15.0.
Antibody Dependent Cellular Cytotoxicity (ADCC) Assay.

The ADCC activity assay was performed with a luciferase reporter
bioassay kit (Promega). The HEK293T cells were maintained in
DMEM medium (Gibco) supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-
inactivated fetal bovine serum and 1% (v/v) antibiotic−antimycotic
solution (Gibco) and were transfected with Ebola-GP plasmid using a
PolyJet transfection reagent (SignaGen) for 36 h before the assay. The
transfected target cells were harvested and plated in 96-well
microplates (5000 cells/well). Serial dilutions of native or glyco-
engineered anti-Ebola-GP antibodies were added, followed by
incubation with the NFAT engineered Jurkat cells (30 000 cells/
well) expressing FcγRIIIA with the V158 variant for 5 h at 37 °C. The
final effector to target cell ratio is 6:1. The readout was done through
adding the Bio-Glow luciferase substrate and recorded by the Spectra
Max M5 luminescence reader (Molecular Devices). The ADCC
activity was calculated with the following formula: Fold of induction =
(induced luminescence − background of buffer only)/(induction of no
antibody control − background of buffer only). Data were fitted with a
three-parameter sigmoid model to get the EC50 value by SigmaPlot 12
software (Systat Software).
Biolayer Interferometry (BLI) Analysis. Expression and

purification of FcγRIIIA followed the same protocol as previously

mentioned.19 All the BLI experiments were performed on an Octet
RED96 instrument (ForteBio) at 30 °C using TBST (20 mM Tris at
pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.005% (v/v) Tween 20) as a kinetic buffer.49

Antihuman Fab-CH1 second Generation (FAB2G) biosensors were
activated in advance. After 90 s of loading of native or glyco-
engineered IgG antibody variants (25 μg/mL), the sensors were
incubated in TBST or in the same buffer with 1 mM antigen, for
normal kinetic or for antigen-preoccupied binding experiments,
respectively. The binding kinetic measurement was performed with a
baseline (120 s) in TBST, with various concentrations of FcγRIIIA (90
s) for association study, and the dissociation measurement was in
TBST buffer (100 s). Data analysis and fitting were performed using
ForteBio Data Analysis Software version 8.1 with a 1:1 Langmuir
binding model for kon, koff, and KD value determination.
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